Gamma function identities are integrated to expand the Meijer G-function in a basic set of functions, each of which is simply characterized asymptotically.
Introduction and Notation.
In this exposition, we derive the asymptotic expansion of the Meijer G-function for large values of the variable. Although these results can be found in various places in the literature, e.g., Meijer's original papers [1] , or their collection by Luke [2] , they are usually obscured by a maze of special notation and the presence of a large number of results which are only of secondary interest. The following derivation seems more direct.
Throughout this work, we assume that the integers p, q, m, n and parameters a" ft, If q > p, z = oo is an irregular singular point of (1.4) , and the analysis is more involved. For convenience, we set
A special case of the above, m = q and n = 0 or 1, was treated by Barnes [3] , who anti /Ae remaining Kj are polynomials inAh Bf independent of w. When y ^ 1, the contour L of (1.3) is equal to Z.+. In particular, if m = 0, G^(z) = 0. A straightforward computation shows that Z,1(zei"<M+1~2r)) and G(ze" <M~2s)) are also solutions of (1.4), r, s arbitrary integers. For a given value of arg z, there exists at least one pair of integers (r, s) such that largz + xO* + 1 -2r)\ < w(t>/2 + 1),
It then follows from Theorem 2, that in a suitable sector, the q functions .:(z) = £ C,(r, s)Z.,(ze'"*+I-2") + Z D^r, ^(ze*"^2-2-2").
i -1 A -1 Equation (1.12) vw/7 /3e referred to as the (r, s) expansion for G";"(z).
Once the values of C,(/% s), Dh(r, s) have been determined for z £ 5r," (1.12) remains valid for all values of arg z. However, it is useful for the asymptotic evaluation of G";"(z) only when the arguments of the Z,, and G functions which are actually present satisfy the argument restrictions of (1.8) and (1.9), respectively.
Thus, the only practical difficulty in using Theorem 3 to determine the behaviour of Gm,nQ(z) for z large lies in the determination of C,{r, s), Dh{r, s) for any given value of arg z. This problem is discussed in Section 2.
If the complex conjugate of the (r, s) expansion, (1.12), is taken, treating z, a, , /3, as real, one obtains the (p + 1 -r, p + 1 -v -s) expansion. This is particularly useful when v = 1 or 2.
2. Coefficient Determination.
The practical problem of determining the C,(r, s), Dh(r, s) for any given value of arg z is simplified by noticing that for v fixed, it is sufficient to consider only certain diagonal sectors S,,,. 77ze\se recursion formulae are valid ifk = kQ.
Proof. Equations (2.12) and (2.15) follow from (2.7) and (2.10), respectively, whereas Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) follow when the h = 1 and h = v terms in the (r + 1, s) or (r, s) expansions are replaced by the expansions given in (2.8) and (2.11), respectively. □ Suppose that an (s, s) expansion for t7J;"(zj is known, s arbitrary. Then k0 applications of (2.12) yield the (5 + k0, s) expansion for G™;"(z), and Propositions 1, 3 imply the asymptotic behaviour of G™;"(z) for all values of arg z as z -» co. Hence, the only remaining practical problem is to find a particular (s, s) expansion. If p ^ -I, the sum Z»=i zn (2-18) afeo disappears.
Proof. We begin by noticing that (2.17) is a direct consequence of (2.16). For if (2.16) is multiplied by z'T(bQ -t)[T(aP -r)]-1, and the resulting expansion is integrated over the contour L+ of (1.3), one obtains the (s, s) expansion of (2.19) g;;:(z) -£ H,Gl::(ze"^-"-2i)) = G^,""(z).
First, assume that ß :£ v -1. Then (2.18) follows directly from the partial fraction decomposition (2.20) -j=p^-;-r = ^-!" 1*, hy > with j = e",T2i, ft = e ^26' and a, = e'"2"'. Similarly for the case, ß =■ v, we prove by induction on s, 0 ^ s ^ 1 + /j -that there exist constants eit " and A,iS such that II'-*» Cy -ft) /g A A n;.! (y -ftO CK> dp, dy ÖQ, lw
where ap" denotes the sequence a,, ■ ■ ■ , av with a, deleted, and v, tt, Cj(r, s), Dh(r, s) have the same values as in (1.12).
Proof If the expansion (1.12) can be built up from Propositions 2, 3 and 4, the expansion (3.2) can be built up from appropriate generalizations of (2.7), (2.8) and (2.19 ). In particular, if (2.5) and (2. A special /c = I, w = 0, v = 1 case of Theorem 4 is discussed in [4] .
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